Tattered
EMBROIDERIES

Color Chart Correction - Please follow this for color breaks updates to chart is in red below.
Design Name: Dragonfly Earbuds Bag
All threads are Maderia. 40 weight.
Stitches: 10,094
File Size: 4.99 by 4.99”

ch

Thread Order

S tit

1911 Evening Mist
1748 Margarita Lime
1666 Cornsilk
1861 Palomino
1683 Lemon Drop
1911 Evening Mist
1833 Heliotrope
1815 Baby Pink
1007 Amber Black

Materials needed
7” or 9” zipper
Main Fabric
1 panel 6.5 by 6.5
1 panel 6.5 by 2”
1 Panel 6.5 by 5.5
Lining
1 panel 6.5 by 6.5
1 panel 6.5 by 2”
1 Panel 6.5 by 5.5

* If you are using a patterned
fabric for the lining, be sure to
make the fabric panels face each
other, pretty sides together so
you have the nice side showing
through when you flip the bag.

1. Stitch out die line

2. Stitch out zipper placement

3. Center zipper, tape & stitch

4. With hoop facing up, place main fabric on
top of zipper. Fabric needs to be right side
face down. Secure into place with tape.

4 a. Pull out hoop and flip hoop over,
place fabric lining on top of zipper line.
Fabric needs to be right side face down.
Secure into place with tape. Stitch both
layers at the same time. *

5. Once stitched, pull fabric up as shown to
both sides of hoop. Stitch.

6. With hoop facing up, place main fabric on
BOTTOM of zipper. Fabric needs to be right
side face down. Secure into place with tape.

6 a. Pull out hoop and flip over then place
lining fabric on zipper line the same way as
shown. Secure into place with tape. Stitch. *

7. Once stitched, pull the main fabric panel down.
Secure into place with spray adhesive. Stitch out
main design on the bag. A color chart is provided
for the design pattern. At this point do not turn
down the lining fabric. You will turn the lining
fabric down after you stitch out your design onto
the bag).

7a. Embroider pattern - (Image will
vary from pattern you purchased)

8. Once design is stitched out. Pull out hoop, turn
hoop over and pull down your lining fabric, secure
into place with tape. Stitch. *

9. Lay down final main fabric onto stitched out design. This fabric panel will cover the entire bag. Be
sure to pull your zipper to the center of the bag. Lay fabric face/pretty side down. Stitch into place.
(At this point, if you want to put a handle on the bag, this is the time to do it).

10. Pull out hoop, flip over and lay down final lining fabric piece. Put back into machine and stitch.
(This stitch leaves a gap that will need to be hand
sewn once you pull the bag through). *

